Rules, Regulations, & Process

NOTE: These rules will ONLY apply to KVSC’s special trivia contest on April 18th, 2020

1. **Format**: There will be 9 questions per hour. No speed rounds for this contest! Teams may submit an answer to any question currently “open”. Questions will be open for a varied amount of time. High valued questions are typically open longer than low valued questions. **Audio Trivia Questions** will refer to audio played on KVSC at the time of the question. **Visual Trivia Questions** may refer to specific Visuals posted to the KVSC Facebook page (https://www.facebook.com/kvsc881fm/). Answer submissions will be accepted up to the point when the KVSC announcer declares the question is “Closed”.

2. **Performance Based Scoring**: This applies **ONLY** to Question 1 of each hour! The point value of question 1 will vary depending on how many teams got it correct. If you are one of very few teams that got it correct, then the point value will be relatively high. If many teams got the correct answer, the point value will be relatively low. The final value of question 1 will be announced at the bottom of the hour or approximately 30 minutes past the hour.

3. **Submitting Your Answers**: For obvious reasons, we will be unable to host a phone bank to take your guesses like we do in our February contest. We also understand that the “multiple guess” format is a defining feature of our signature Trivia Weekend in February. Here is how we will accommodate this: Teams will submit their answers via an exclusive link for their specific team. It is a custom form for submitting answers. Each team will be allowed to make up to **TWO submissions for each question**. Submissions beyond two will be deleted. **We strongly suggest that each team nominate just one person to submit answers.**

4. **Tracking Your Score & Score Reporting**: You will have a link to a page that shows your team’s current score. The ranked scores of all teams will be posted on a link on KVSC.org’s main page once they are tabulated. It will be announced on air when the score are available for viewing.

5. **Question/Point Disputes**: These issues will be handled by email only. Send your disputes to 881kvsc@gmail.com. We will handle these as best possible as time allows only.

6. **Question Repeat Line**: There isn’t one. Each question is read on-air several times. We suggest that teams record or transcribe the audio from KVSC.

7. **Teams May Not Assist Each Other**: This includes trading answers.

8. **KVSC & Trivia Staff**: Teams may not use KVSC Staff or volunteers involved in operating the contest as resources.

9. **Social Distancing**: Teams are expected to respect any “Stay at home” orders and maintain social distancing.

10. **Team Info**: Each team will receive an email from 881kvsc@gmail.com at or before 10am on Saturday, April 18th. It will contain their assigned team number, team code, the links for their team’s answer submission form, and a link for their current team score. There will also be instructions on how to “test the system” prior to the contest. If you have not received your Team Info by 10:15am, please email 881kvsc@gmail.com.

11. **The Winner**: The team with the most points at 10 p.m. on April 18th, 2020 will be declared the winner. We will have an awards ceremony on air, with some potential for audience participation. More details on that soon.

12. **All decisions made by Station Management and/or their designees are final. We reserve the right to amend these rules at any time. Thank you, now, let’s have some fun!**